
Divine Principle

In One Word
One Sentence

v. 1.2



If asking Christians to summarize 
the Holy Bible 
into One Word.

They might answer like this;

                             LOVE

Meaning Love God & Mankind as Yourself.



or.

They might answer like this;

                      J E S U S



or

 J E S U S – The Messiah and Saviour



The Hope of Old Testament

The Fulfillment in New Testament – The Messiah

The Spiritual Saviour during 2000 years

The promised Hope of His Return



Doing the same for DP – Divine Principle 

it could be

                           LOVE

Meaning Love God, True Parents, Mankind as Yourself.
Spread the Blessing – Living for Others



or…

TRUE PARENTS



or…

Perfect Sinless Adam + Eve
True Parents – Marriage of the Lamb 
Creating a New Mankind!

Removal of Original Sin
creating New Lineage
through the Blessing!



or…

The first sentence in Divine Principle Introduction

Everyone is struggling to attain happiness and 
avoid misfortune.

Attain happiness; meaning finding True Parents, 
the Blessing and New Lineage.

avoid misfortune.; meaning getting rid of the Original Sin
Fallen natures, and Bad influence from Spirit world Ancestors.



The Hope and Fulfillment of the Gospel; Second Coming!

New Wine – Revelation needing New wineskins



Devotion and a life of prayer 
True Father said that if he were to choose just one word, 
it would be seong, meaning 'sincerity.' 
Father always emphasized the importance of sincere 
devotion. Sincere devotion refers to conditions to 
actualize the Word in daily life. 
It is the basic activity of a life of faith, which can move 
the heart of God and the hearts of people. 
True Parents always think that people who offer sincere 
devotion, and the things that come as a result of sincere 
devotion, are more important than anything else. 
Moreover, they emphasize that if we pray with faith, 
God will work to make our prayers come true, and 
that before we pray we should act.



A unified society                                 includes 
a global  "spirit of religion" different from traditional religious 
forms and including the concept of the Age of Aquarius.

 p. 66 The works and teachings of Christ will be difficult to 
accept for the christian world, 
But in spite of this still be accepted in the Orient. 

He will be a World teacher and not just a christian teacher. 

Bailey
1948



THE REAPPPEARANCE OF THE CHRIST

p. 81 Christ came to end the Jewish dispensation which should have been the 
climax and disappeared as a religion with the sun out of Aries, and into Pisces. 

He (Jesus) therefore presented Himself to them as their Messiah, 
manifesting through the Jewish race. By rejecting Christ as the 
Messiah, then the Jewish race symbolically and practically remained 
in the sign Aries, scapegoat, they must again pass through - 
symbolically - in the sign Pisces, and recognize their Messiah when 
He comes again in Aquaria, the sign Aquarius. 

Old Test.
Aries

New Test.
Pisces

Completed Test.
Aquarian



From the east comes mysticism - a willingness to be 
absorbed in God - God is not something apart – 
he is something within. 

From the south comes all the beauty, the ritual - 
these things which adorn and make beautiful the message. 

From the north came rational thought clear thinking - 
reformation - and change.

From the west came the critical, scientific analysis.

1964-65



And now in the New Age, it is an age of orchestration - 
of a symphony - of unity. 

And the New Teacher will be neither Christian, Buddhist, 
Moslem, or anything else. 

The Holy Spirit speaks in universal terms - and God will no 
longer be fragmented. God will be the one God - who sent 
forth his Son not once but many times.

1964-65



And he has the rare quality of projecting himself, 
which isn't a miracle really. 

Mr. Moon in deep meditation can project himself and 
be seen just as Jesus has been able to project himself 
and be seen by the saints. 

This is one of the marks - of the messiahs always.

1964-65



The Bible and Gospel focuses
on FACTS…that Jesus came – 
born through Marys womb
grew up
Publicly spoke and healed
Was rejected
Crucufied
Resurrected.
Forgiving sins unitl today

2000 years of Christianity have correctly praised that.



That is not wrong – This is important!
But there is also an important timeline…here

There was a time 2000 years ago…
when the belief in Jesus as the Messiah
was a mere opinion…

There were several Messianic claims at that time.

Even Jesus asked his disciple NOT yet to publicly proclaim it.



That OPINION LATER became the canonised Gospels
Acts and Pauls letters...

This is a historical PROCESS
from OPINION
to acceptanse as finally common SPIRITUAL TRUTH

with time and 
support = Christian martyrs included.

Read the book/ watch the film – Google  Quo Vadis!



Quo vadis? 

is a Latin phrase meaning "Where are you going?"

According to the apocryphal Acts of Peter, 
Peter flees from crucifixion in Rome at the hands 
of the government, and along the road outside the city, 
he meets the risen Jesus.



In the Latin translation, Peter asks Jesus, 
"Quo vadis?" 

He replies, "Romam eo iterum crucifigi” 
("I am going to Rome to be crucified again"). 

Peter then gains the courage to continue his ministry 
and returns to the city, where he is martyred by being 
crucified upside-down. 





Quo Vadis: 

A Narrative of the Time of Nero, 
commonly known as Quo Vadis, 
a historical novel written by 
Henryk Sienkiewicz in Polish.

It came out in book form in 1896 and has 
since been translated into more than 50 languages



The Christian faith is based on what already 
took place 2000 years ago, and with 
the living resurected Jesus as Messiah.

While DP – Divine Principle emphacises
MANS RESPONSE-ABILITY
as the key to full Salvation.

IF…there had been no Fall…no Messiah needed!



IF Cain had not murdered Abel…
IF Ham had not failed…
IF Abraham had cut the doves in the offering…
IF Moses had not struck the rock twice…
IF John the Baptist had not doubted…
IF the prepared Jewish nation recognized/protected Jesus!

IF Korean Christians had accepted SMM 1945-1952…

=========================================

Foundation of Faith +
Foundation of Substance =
Foundation for the Messiah!



Therefore I - Jesus - tell you that the kingdom of God will be 
taken away from you (Israel) and given to a people (-Korea-) 
who will produce its fruit.               /Math 21:43

1:st Israel

3:rd Israel
Korea

2:nd Israel
Christianity

”Spiritual Land”

Chŏngju



Unified Korea has the shape of an Angel blowing a horn!  
1 Thessalonians 4:16-17, "For the Lord Himself will descend from heaven with a shout, with the 
voice of the archangel, and with the trumpet of God; and the dead in Christ shall rise first. 
Then we who are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them in the clouds to meet the 
Lord in the air, and thus we shall always be with the Lord."

The Archangel Gabriel will blow a sacred trumpet 
 to wake the dead at the Last Judgement



The shape of Korea: special meaning according to the I Ching. 
It looks like the archangel blowing a trumpet. Rev 8:6; 1 Thess. 4:16

USA has the role of roman-empire 2000 years ago.
DP: The situations unfolding in Christianity today are 
similar to those which took place in Judaism at Jesus' time. 

Church level
World level

Cosmic level

1960
2003

2013



Korean flag



The Korean flag is called taegukki. 
Its appearance symbolizes 
the principles of yin and yang in Oriental philosophy. 

The circle in the center is divided into two equal parts. 

The upper red section represents the ”positive” cosmic energy yang. 
Similarly, the lower blue section symbolizes, the ”negative” cosmic 
forces yin. 

The two forces together embody the concept 
of perpetual motion and balance and harmony 
that characterize the eternal realm. (KoH)



The circle is surrounded by four trigram, one in each corner, from the 
ancient Chinese wisdom book I Ching 

Confucius and Lao-tse has commented on this important book of wisdom!



              Each trigram symbolizes one of the four 
    universal elements (from top left around clockwise):

Name                              Property         Element         Family relationship
Ch'ien, the creative     -     strong       -    heaven    -      Father
K'an,    the precipice   -   dangerous  -    water       -      second Son
K'un,    the host           -   sacrificing  -     earth        -      Mother
Li,        connects         -    is brilliant   -     fire           -      second Daughter





Why Korea as the chosen Messianic Country
                     23 reasons - hints

1. Mathew 21:33-34 shows that it is not Israel. 
2. Rev. 7:2, an angel ascend from the east. 
3. A country with very strong Christian revival.
4. Confirmed by many: Billy Graham, Stanley Sjöberg (Swe), 

                                  Yonggi Cho ...
5. Land with spiritual traditions.
6. Land that never started wars over 4,300 years.



Why Korea as the chosen Messianic Country
                     23 reasons - hints

7.  Many Messianic prophecies. 
8.  Nostradamus – Messiah will return in Asia
9.  Similar suffering history: Korea-Israel
10.  Korea-Israel Independence same year 1948
11.  38th parallel =dividing good-evil
12.  The country resembles 

 AN ANGEL BLOWING OUT THE “TRUTH” (A HORN).
13.  The language Hangul was received as revelation.
14.  Folk costume is completely white clothes = God's color



Why Korea as the chosen Messianic Country
                     23 reasons - hints

15. Korean house has many spiritual symbols.
16. Flag loaded with symbols! - I Ching 
17. People with strong character.
18. Country with four distinct seasons.
19. Many traditions have been revealed.
20. 1920 Hitler started his evil revelations 

 on the day Sun Myung Moon was born!
21. 1920 Lenin started communism 

 3 days prior to Sun Myung Moon's birth!
22. 1920 the poet Yeats writes "The Second Coming" 
23. 1936 Billy Graham's wife, Ruth, born 1920

 is growing up in China and going to school in Korea 1935.



Why Korea as the chosen Messianic Country

The language Hangul was received as revelation.

Amanda Hokanson
King Sejong is one of the 

greatest leaders in all Korean 
history. 
He is often referred to as one 
of the most outstanding 
exemplars for those in the 
Korean business world.



Korea – Holy Land of the Morning Calm



King Sejong 

He is the king who democratized the Korean language; 
he gave the people the ability to read by creating the 
alphabet, hangul, moving the language away from just 
the Chinese characters that only the aristocrats could 
read, so that the national language could be written 
and read by everyone.



Based upon which language will all languages be unified? 
The answer to this question is obvious. 
Children should learn the language of their parents. 
If Christ does indeed return to the land of Korea, 
then he will certainly use the Korean language, 
which will then become the mother tongue for all humanity.
 
Eventually, all people should speak the True Parents' 
language as their mother tongue. 
All of humanity will become one people and use one 
language, thus establishing one global nation under God.
                                                                            /DP 1996





The Prophecies of
Nostradamus

X 75

Long awaited he will never return in Europe
He will appear in Asia=Korea

   Comment: 4 major countries in Asia; 
•  India ;   Hinduism – difficult for new Truth based on Christianity 
•  China;  atheistic Communism
•  Japan;  militaristic occupying Korea 1905-1945
•  Korea ; thriving Christianity – Shamanism;spiritual traditions
                Pyongyang; Jerusalem of the East



Therefore I - Jesus - tell you that the kingdom of God will be 
taken away from you (Israel) and given to a people (-Korea-) 

who will produce its fruit.               /Math 21:43

1:st Israel

3:rd Israel
Korea2:nd Israel

Christianity
”Spiritual Land”

Chŏngju



During the early 20th century, 
Pyongyang came to be known 
among missionaries as being 
the "Jerusalem of the East" 
due to its historical status as 
a stronghold of Christianity, 
namely Protestantism.  /wikipedia



Ref: the Bible
        Divine Principle
        DP & KOREA
        some own inspiration ;-)
        



Remember the beauty in Gods nature is there 
to inspire the most Holy original inside us all!
Have a great Blessed week. Prepared for 2nd,3rd... Gen inspiration     Bengt.

Brazil
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